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KEY=CAREY - SANAI ALLEN
Kushiel's Dart Macmillan A nation born of angels, vast and intricate and surrounded
by danger... a woman born to servitude, unknowingly given access to the secrets of
the realm... Born with a scarlet mote in her left eye, Phédre nó Delaunay is sold into
indentured servitude as a child. When her bond is purchased by an enigmatic
nobleman, she is trained in history, theology, politics, foreign languages, the arts of
pleasure. And above all, the ability to observe, remember, and analyze. Exquisite
courtesan, talented spy... and unlikely heroine. But when Phédre stumbles upon a
plot that threatens her homeland, Terre d'Ange, she has no choice. Betrayed into
captivity in the barbarous northland of Skaldia and accompanied only by a disdainful
young warrior-priest, Phédre makes a harrowing escape and an even more harrowing
journey to return to her people and deliver a warning of the impending invasion. And
that proves only the ﬁrst step in a quest that will take her to the edge of despair and
beyond. Phédre nó Delaunay is the woman who holds the keys to her realm's deadly
secrets, and whose courage will decide the very future of her world. Not since Dune
has there been an epic on the scale of Kushiel's Dart-a massive tale about the
violent death of an old age and the birth of a new. It is a novel of grandeur,
luxuriance, sacriﬁce, betrayal, and deeply laid conspiracies. A world of cunning
poets, deadly courtiers, deposed rulers and a besieged Queen, a warrior-priest, the
Prince of Travelers, barbarian warlords, heroic traitors, and a truly Machiavellian
villainess... all seen through the unﬂinching eyes of an unforgettable heroine. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied. Kushiel's Avatar Macmillan A decade of peace has passed
in Terre D'Ange, the country founded by the god Elua. Since the world's most famous
courtesan saved her queen from assassination, Phèdre n? Delauny has been
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enjoying a quiet life until a prophetic dream calls upon her to serve her gods one last
time. But what they ask may be too painful for even an anguissettte to bear. When
the young son of the traitor Melisande Shahrizai—Imriel de la Courcel, who stands
third in line for the crown—is kidnapped, Phèdre enters an uneasy bargain to ﬁnd the
boy in exchange for the information that will free her beloved childhood friend
Hyacinthe from his eternal imprisonment as the new Master of the Straits. When it
becomes clear that Imriel's disappearance is part of a larger, far darker scheme,
Phèdre knows it is her sacred duty to end it. At her side is her loving consort Josselin,
who will also risk losing himself in Phèdre’s gamble to rescue Imriel and save her
country from a spreading darkness. And beyond her doubt, her fear, dangles the
promise of a holy mystery so great that it could transform Phèdre into justice
incarnate... or consume her in the ﬂames of her own passion. All of Phèdre’s journeys
have led here, to the grandest of conclusions in an epic tale of fantasy, adventure,
and, above all, love. Kushiel's Avatar is the stunning conclusion to Jacqueline Carey's
epic trilogy. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied. Kushiel's Chosen A Novel Macmillan
Following hard on the heels of Kushiel's Dart, Jacqueline Carey's spectacular debut
novel, comes Kushiel's Chosen, a glittering and riveting historical fantasy. The land
of Terre d'Ange is a place of unsurpassed beauty and grace. It is said that the angels
found the land and saw it was good, and the ensuing race that rose from the seed of
angels and men live by one simple rule: Love as thou wilt. Phèdre nó Delaunay is a
young woman who was born with a scarlet mote in her left eye and sold into
indentured servitude as a child. Her bond was purchased by Anaﬁel Delaunay, a
nobleman with a very special mission--and the ﬁrst to recognize her for who and
what she is: one pricked by Kushiel's Dart, chosen to forever experience pain and
pleasure as one. Phèdre has trained in the courtly arts and the talents of the
bedchamber, but, above all, the ability to observe, remember, and analyze. Having
stumbled upon a plot that threatened the very foundations of her homeland, she
gave up almost everything she held dear to save it. She survived, and lived to have
others tell her story, and if they embellished the tale with fabric of mythical splendor,
they weren't far oﬀ the mark. The hands of the gods weigh heavily upon Phèdre's
brow, and they are not yet done with their charge--for while the young queen who
sits upon the throne is well loved by the people, there are those who believe that
other heads should wear the crown. And those who escaped the wrath of the mighty
are not yet done with their schemes for power and revenge. To protect and serve,
Phèdre will once again leave her beloved homeland. From the sun-drenched villas of
La Serenissima to the wilds of old Hellas, from a prison designed to drive the very
gods mad to an island of immutable joy. Phèdre will meet old friends and new
enemies and discover a plot so dreadful as to make the earth tremble,
masterminded by the one person she cannot turn away from. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied. Kushiel's Scion Treason's Heir: Book One Hachette UK I was afraid of
the dark tide that stirred in me. I did not want any part of my mother's blood. And
yet it called to me.' Imriel de la Courcel, third in line to the throne, was enslaved and
tortured as a boy, leaving him scarred and wary of his future. Son of a traitor, Imriel
fears the dangerous passions of his bloodline - and his potential for destruction. His
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beloved stepmother, exotic and lovely, has trained him in the arts of covertcy espionage skills that will either serve his country well, or draw him into a web of
corruption and treachery. Imriel will need all of these resources as he travels,
incognito, to escape the demands of court and family ... What he discovers is not
freedom, but a city at war, and a political game so deep that he may never escape
its net. Kushiel's Chosen A Novel Tor Fantasy Following hard on the heels of
Kushiel's Dart, Jacqueline Carey's spectacular debut novel, comes Kushiel's Chosen,
the second in a glittering and riveting historical fantasy trilogy. The land of Terre
d'Ange is a place of unsurpassed beauty and grace. It is said that the angels found
the land and saw it was good, and the ensuing race that rose from the seed of angels
and men live by one simple rule: Love as thou wilt. Phèdre nó Delaunay is a young
woman who was born with a scarlet mote in her left eye and sold into indentured
servitude as a child. Her bond was purchased by Anaﬁel Delaunay, a nobleman with
a very special mission--and the ﬁrst to recognize her for who and what she is: one
pricked by Kushiel's Dart, chosen to forever experience pain and pleasure as one.
Phèdre has trained in the courtly arts and the talents of the bedchamber, but, above
all, the ability to observe, remember, and analyze. Having stumbled upon a plot that
threatened the very foundations of her homeland, she gave up almost everything
she held dear to save it. She survived, and lived to have others tell her story, and if
they embellished the tale with fabric of mythical splendor, they weren't far oﬀ the
mark. The hands of the gods weigh heavily upon Phèdre's brow, and they are not yet
done with their charge--for while the young queen who sits upon the throne is well
loved by the people, there are those who believe that other heads should wear the
crown. And those who escaped the wrath of the mighty are not yet done with their
schemes for power and revenge. To protect and serve, Phèdre will once again leave
her beloved homeland. From the sun-drenched villas of La Serenissima to the wilds
of old Hellas, from a prison designed to drive the very gods mad to an island of
immutable joy. Phèdre will meet old friends and new enemies and discover a plot so
dreadful as to make the earth tremble, masterminded by the one person she cannot
turn away from. Naamah's Kiss Grand Central Publishing The great granddaughter
of Alais the Wise, child of the Maghuin Donn, and a cousin of the Cruarch of Alba,
Moirin learns her father was a D'Angeline priest dedicated to serving Naamah,
goddess of desire. Once there were great magicians born to the Maghuin Dhonn; the
folk of the Brown Bear, the oldest tribe in Alba. But generations ago, the greatest of
them all broke a sacred oath sworn in the name of all his people. Now, only small
gifts remain to them. Through her lineage, Moirin possesses such gifts - the ability to
summon the twilight and conceal herself, and the skill to coax plants to grow. Moirin
has a secret, too. From childhood onward, she senses the presence of unfamiliar
gods in her life; the bright lady, and the man with a seedling cupped in his palm.
Raised in the wilderness by her reclusive mother, it isn't until she comes of age that
Moirin learns how illustrious, if mixed, her heritage is. After Moirin undergoes the
rites of adulthood, she ﬁnds divine acceptance...on the condition that she fulﬁll an
unknown destiny that lies somewhere beyond the ocean. Or perhaps oceans. Beyond
Terre d'Ange where she ﬁnds her father, in the far reaches of distant Ch'in, Moirin's
skills are a true gift when facing the vengeful plans of an ambitious mage, a noble
warrior princess desperate to save her father's throne, and the spirit of a celestial
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dragon. Kushiel’s Legacy (Kushiel's Dart, Kushiel's Chosen, Kushiel's Avatar)
Macmillan This discounted ebundle of the Kushiel's Legacy includes: Kushiel’s Dart,
Kushiel’s Chosen, Kushiel’s Avatar The ﬁrst trilogy in Jacqueline Carey's
sprawling—and darkly sensual—New York Times bestselling series. The land of Terre
d'Ange is a place of unsurpassed beauty and grace. It is said that angels found the
land and saw it was good...and the ensuing race that rose from the seed of angels
and men live by one simple rule: Love as thou wilt. Set in a world of cunning poets,
deadly courtiers, heroic traitors, and a truly Machiavellian villainess, this is a tale of
grandeur, luxuriance, sacriﬁce, betrayal, and deeply laid conspiracies. Kushiel’s Dart
— Phèdre nó Delaunay is sold into indentured servitude as a child, her bond is
purchased by Anaﬁel Delaunay, a nobleman with a very special mission...and the
ﬁrst one to recognize who and what she is: one pricked by Kushiel's Dart, chosen to
forever experience pain and pleasure as one. Kushiel’s Chosen — The hands of the
gods weigh heavily upon Phèdre's brow, and they are not ﬁnished with her. While the
young queen who sits upon the throne is well loved by the people, there are those
who believe another should wear the crown... Kushiel’s Avatar — Phèdre and Joscelin
journey on a dangerous path that will carry them to fabled courts and splendid
vistas, to distant lands where madness reigns and souls are currency, and down a
fabled river to a land forgotten by most of the world. And to a power so mighty that
none dare speak its name. Kushiel's Legacy Kushiel's Dart Kushiel's Chosen Kushiel's
Avatar The Sundering Banewreaker Godslayer Other books Miranda and Caliban At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied. Naamah's Blessing Grand Central Publishing Returning to
Terre d'Ange, Moirin ﬁnds the royal family broken. Wracked by unrelenting grief at
the loss of his wife, Queen Jehanne, King Daniel is unable to rule. Prince Thierry,
leading an expedition to explore the deadly jungles of Terra Nova, is halfway across
the world. And three year old Desirée is a vision of her mother: tempestuous,
intelligent, and ﬁery, but desperately lonely, and a vulnerable pawn in a game of
shifting political allegiances. As tensions mount, King Daniel asks that Moirin become
Desirée's oath-sworn protector. Navigating the intricate political landscape of the
Court proves a diﬃcult challenge, and when dire news arrives from overseas, the
spirit of Queen Jehanne visits Moirin in a dream and bids her undertake an
impossible quest. Another specter from the past also haunts Moirin. Travelling with
Thierry in the New World is Raphael de Mereliot, her manipulative former lover.
Years ago, Raphael forced her to help him summon fallen angels in the hopes of
acquiring mystical gifts and knowledge. It was a disastrous eﬀort that nearly killed
them, and Moirin must ﬁnally bear the costs of those bitter mistakes. Kushiel's
Justice Treason's Heir: Book Two Hachette UK Imriel, is third in line to the throne
and a troubled scion of a dangerous bloodline. In an eﬀort to unite two lands he has
been betrothed to Dorelei, an Alban princess, so he may beget future rulers of Alba.
Yet he cannot escape the illicit and dark passion he feels for Sidonie, queen-inwaiting of his homeland - and this will be used against him. When Dorelei and her
unborn son are betrayed and he is badly wounded, Imriel ﬁnds himself torn between
his vow to avenge his wife and child and his desire to seek solace in Sidonie's arms.
This is a battle Alba's elders would see him loose, even if they must employ sinister
forces to accomplish their ends. And treason and magic make murderous bedfellows.
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Naamah's Curse Grand Central Publishing Jacqueline Carey, New York Times
bestselling author of the Kushiel's Legacy series, delivers book two in her new lushly
imagined historical fantasy trilogy featuring daughter of Alba, Moirin. Far from the
land of her birth, Moirin sets out across Tatar territory to ﬁnd Bao, the proud and
virile Ch'in ﬁghter who holds the missing half of her diadh-anam, the divine soulspark of her mother's people. After a long ordeal, she not only succeeds, but
surrenders to a passion the likes of which she's never known. But the lovers'
happiness is short lived, for Bao is entangled in a complication that soon leads to
their betrayal. Starless Tor Books "Destined from birth to serve as protector of the
princess Zariya, Khai is trained in the arts of killing and stealth by a warrior sect in
the deep desert; yet there is one profound truth that has been withheld from him"-Book jacket. Santa Olivia Grand Central Publishing Lushly written with rich and
vivid characters, SANTA OLIVIA is Jacqueline Carey's take on comic book superheroes
and the classic werewolf myth. Loup Garron was born and raised in Santa Olivia, an
isolated, disenfranchised town next to a US military base inside a DMZ buﬀer zone
between Texas and Mexico. A fugitive "Wolf-Man" who had a love aﬀair with a local
woman, Loup's father was one of a group of men genetically-manipulated and used
by the US government as a weapon. The "Wolf-Men" were engineered to have
superhuman strength, speed, sensory capability, stamina, and a total lack of fear,
and Loup, named for and sharing her father's wolf-like qualities, is marked as an
outsider. After her mother dies, Loup goes to live among the misﬁt orphans at the
parish church, where they seethe from the injustices visited upon the locals by the
soldiers. Eventually, the orphans ﬁnd an outlet for their frustrations: They form a
vigilante group to support Loup Garron who, costumed as their patron saint, Santa
Olivia, uses her special abilities to avenge the town. Aware that she could lose her
freedom, and possibly her life, Loup is determined to ﬁght to redress the wrongs her
community has suﬀered. And like the reincarnation of their patron saint, she will
bring hope to all of Santa Olivia. Banewreaker Volume I of The Sundering
Macmillan Hated by humans who believe him to be responsible for a war between
the gods, the proud Satoris orders former mortal soldier Tanaros Blacksword to
prevent an unfavorable prophecy from being fulﬁlled by capturing the Lady of the
Ellylon and thwarting her alliance with the High King of Men. By the author of
Kushiel's Avatar. Reprint. Kushiel's Chosen Macmillan In the sequel to Kushiel's
Dart, PhFdre n= Delaunay, now ruler of her people, faces new challenges, including
court intrigues, factions out to remove her from her throne, the return of the ruthless
Melisande Sharizai, and a horriﬁc conspiracy that could destroy all humankind.
Reprint. Dark Currents Agent of Hel Penguin THE FIRST AGENT OF HEL NOVEL!
“Jacqueline Carey proves her versatility with this compelling and delightful piece of
urban fantasy.”—#1 New York Times Bestselling Author Charlaine Harris The
Midwestern resort town of Pemkowet boasts a diverse population: eccentric locals,
wealthy summer people, and tourists by the busload—not to mention fairies, sprites,
vampires, naiads, ogres, and a whole host of eldritch folk, presided over by Hel, a
reclusive Norse goddess. To Daisy Johanssen, fathered by an incubus and raised by a
single mother, it’s home. And as Hel’s enforcer and the designated liaison to the
Pemkowet Police Department, it’s up to her to ensure relations between the
mundane and eldritch communities run smoothly. But when a young man from a
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nearby college drowns—and signs point to eldritch involvement—the town’s booming
paranormal tourism trade is at stake. Teamed up with her childhood crush, Oﬃcer
Cody Fairfax, a sexy werewolf on the down-low, Daisy must solve the crime—and
keep a tight rein on the darker side of her nature. For if she’s ever tempted to invoke
her demonic birthright, it could accidentally unleash nothing less than Armageddon.
Songs of Love and Death All-Original Tales of Star-Crossed Love Simon and
Schuster An anthology of original tales that explores crossover themes of romance,
fantasy and science ﬁction includes contributions by leading genre authors and is coedited by the creator of the A Song of Ice and Fire series and a 15-time Hugo Awardwinning writer. Reprint. 125,000 ﬁrst printing. Godslayer Volume II of The
Sundering Macmillan Supreme Commander Lord Tanaros was once human. But he
chose darkness and immortality when his wife betrayed him with his king. He killed
them both, and ﬂed the realms of Men and now cares nothing for their fates. A
thousand years passed. His only allegiance is to his master, the dark god Satoris,
who gave the gift of Life to the race of Men. Satoris, who rebelled against his elder
brother God Haomane who had demanded that gift be taken away. Their ﬁght
cracked the very world in two; the name of Satoris became the word for evil
throughout all the races, while the legend of Tanaros is the seminal tale of treachery.
And yet not all tales told are true. A ﬁnal prophecy has begun to unfold, and the
races are uniting in their quest to rid the world of Satoris. The elder gods and
goddesses, stranded on the other side of the world, send dreams to spur all to
destroy Satoris and Tanaros, but those loyal to their god know a diﬀerent side of the
story and try to defend their citadel of Darkhaven, where Satoris sits in sorrow,
controlling his own dominion, seeking neither victory nor vengeance. Satoris's
followers capture the beautiful Elvish princess Cerelinde, and without her the Allies
cannot fulﬁll the prophecy. All who support Satoris clamor for her death-but Satoris
refuses to act like the monster that he is made out to be, for he recognizes in
Cerelinde a spark of the love that he once bore for his fellow gods. She is a great
danger to Satoris--and a greater danger for Tanaros and all that he holds dear. For
she reminds him that not all women need be false... and that though he may be
immune to death, his heart is still very much mortal. Strong storytelling with
evocative, compelling, and unforgettable characters, Godslayer is the thrilling
conclusion to the events begun in Banewreaker, a haunting tale of love and loss that
ultimately asks the question: If all that is considered good considers you evil, are
you? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied. Saints Astray Grand Central Publishing After
her escape from military custody, Loup and her girlfriend Pilar have a chance to
reinvent their lives thousands of miles away from the forgotten and disenfranchised
Texas border town of Outpost 12- known as Santa Olivia to those trapped there for
decades. Thanks to Loup's preternatural gifts of strength, speed, and an innate
fearlessness, as well as Pilar's unexpected skill with a pistol, they ﬁnd new careers as
high-priced bodyguards for a world famous British rock band. Back in the States, an
investigation into the existence of Outpost 12 begins in Washington, D.C. When the
key witness with evidence to expose the military cover-up, their old comrade Miguel,
vanishes, the case seems lost. The abandoned citizens of Santa Olivia need a
champion, a voice raised on their behalf, which pushes Loup and Pilar into a hard
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choice. If Loup returns to U.S. soil, she'll be an outlaw. If she's caught, she'll be taken
into custody again; and this time, there may be no escape. But if she and Pilar don't
ﬁght for freedom of those they left behind, no one will.--From back cover. Saturn's
Children Penguin Sometime in the twenty-third century, humanity went extinct,
leaving only androids behind to fulﬁll humanity’s dreams. And, having learned well
from their long-dead masters, they’ve established a hierarchical society—one with
humanoid aristo rulers at the top and slave-chipped workers at the bottom,
performing the lowly tasks all androids were originally created to do. Designed as a
concubine for a species that hasn’t existed for two hundred years, femmebot Freya
Nakamichi-47—one of the last of her kind still functioning—accepts a job from a
stranger to deliver a package from mercury to Mars. Unfortunately, she’s just made
herself a moving target for some very powerful, very determined humanoids
desperate to retrieve the package’s contents… Kushiel's Justice Grand Central
Publishing From Jacqueline Carey, New York Times bestselling author of Kushiel's
Scion, comes the second adventure in the Imriel trilogy. Imriel de la Courcel's blood
parents are history's most reviled traitors, while his adoptive parents, Phèdre and
Joscelin, are Terre d'Ange's greatest champions. Stolen, tortured, and enslaved as a
young boy, Imriel is now a Prince of the Blood, third in line for the throne in a land
that revels in beauty, art, and desire. After a year abroad to study at university,
Imriel returns from his adventures a little older and somewhat wiser. But perhaps not
wise enough. What was once a mere spark of interest between himself and his
cousin Sidonie now ignites into a white-hot blaze. But from commoner to peer, the
whole realm would recoil from any alliance between Sidonie, heir to the throne, and
Imriel, who bears the stigma of his mother's misdeeds and betrayals. Praying that
their passion will peak and fade, Imriel and Sidonie embark on an intense, secret
aﬀair. Blessed Elua founded Terre d'Ange and bestowed one simple precept to guide
his people: Love as thou wilt. When duty calls, Imriel honors his role as a member of
the royal family by leaving to marry a lovely, if merely sweet, Alban princess. By
choosing duty over love, Imriel and Sidonie may have unwittingly trespassed against
Elua's law. But when dark powers in Alba, who fear an invasion by Terre d'Ange, seek
to use the lovers' passion to bind Imriel, the gods themselves take notice. Before the
end, Kushiel's justice will be felt in heaven and on earth. Poison Fruit Penguin
Winter in the Midwestern town of Pemkowet, should be a quiet, peaceful time, but
there's a new predator on the loose. Hel's enforcer Daisy Johanssen, fathered by an
incubus and raised by a single mother, is hot on its trail, working with her partner
and sometime lover from the Pemkowet Police Department, sexy yet unavailable
werewolf Cody Fairfax. Even if they can catch the creature before it racks up a body
count, a greater danger looms on the horizon... The Magic of Recluce Tor Fantasy
L.E. Modesitt, Jr.'s The Magic of Recluce begins his bestselling fantasy series the
Saga of Recluce, which is one of the most popular in contemporary epic fantasy.
Young Lerris yearns to ﬁnd a place in the world better suited to his skills and
temperament. In Recluce this means taking one of two options: permanent exile
from Recluce or the dangergeld, a complex, rule-laden wanderjahr in the lands
beyond. Many do not survive. Lerris chooses dangergeld. Lerris will need magic in
the lands beyond, where the power of the Chaos Wizards reigns unchecked, and he
must learn to use his powers in an orderly way before his wanderjahr, or fall prey to
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Chaos. Saga of Recluce #1 The Magic of Recluce / #2 The Towers of Sunset / #3 The
Magic Engineer / #4 The Order War / #5 The Death of Chaos / #6 Fall of Angels / #7
The Chaos Balance / #8 The White Order / #9 Colors of Chaos / #10 Magi’i of Cyador
/ #11 Scion of Cyador / #12 Wellspring of Chaos / #13 Ordermaster / #14 Natural
Order Mage / #15 Mage-Guard of Hamor / #16 Arms-Commander / #17 Cyador’s
Heirs / #18 Heritage of Cyador /#19 The Mongrel Mage / #20 Outcasts of Order /
#21 The Mage-Fire War (forthcoming) Story Collection: Recluce Tales Other Series by
L.E. Modesitt, Jr. The Imager Portfolio The Corean Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The
Ghost Books The Ecolitan Matter At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied. Bridge of Souls The
Quickening Book Three Harper Collins Wyl Thirsk, former general of the
Morgravian army and bearer of the curse known as Myrren's gift, is running out of
time. Marriage between his beloved Queen Valentyna and his sworn enemy, the
despotic King Celimus, is imminent; yet, despite the impending nuptials, war looms
between the two nations, while the threat from the Mountain Kingdom grows
stronger. Trapped in a body not his own, with his friends and supporters scattered
throughout the realm, Wyl is as desperate to prevent the wedding as he is to end
Myrren's "gift" -- a magic that will cease only when he assumes the throne of
Morgravia. Clinging to an ominous suggestion from his young friend Fynch, an
increasingly powerful mage, Wyl must walk his most dangerous path yet -- straight
into the brutal clutches of Celimus in a desperate attempt to save his nation, his
love, and himself. Miranda and Caliban Tor Books Miranda and Caliban is
bestselling fantasy author Jacqueline Carey’s gorgeous retelling of The Tempest.
With hypnotic prose and a wild imagination, Carey explores the themes of twisted
love and unchecked power that lie at the heart of Shakespeare’s masterpiece, while
serving up a fresh take on the play's iconic characters. A lovely girl grows up in
isolation where her father, a powerful magus, has spirited them to in order to keep
them safe. We all know the tale of Prospero's quest for revenge, but what of
Miranda? Or Caliban, the so-called savage Prospero chained to his will? In this
incredible retelling of the fantastical tale, Jacqueline Carey shows readers the other
side of the coin—the dutiful and tenderhearted Miranda, who loves her father but is
terribly lonely. And Caliban, the strange and feral boy Prospero has bewitched to
serve him. The two ﬁnd solace and companionship in each other as Prospero weaves
his magic and dreams of revenge. Always under Prospero’s jealous eye, Miranda and
Caliban battle the dark, unknowable forces that bind them to the island even as the
pangs of adolescence create a new awareness of each other and their doomed
relationship. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied. How It All Blew Up Viking Books for Young
Readers "Fleeing to Rome in the wake of coming out to his Muslim family, a failed
relationship, and blackmail, eighteen-year-old Amir Azadi embarks on a more
authentic life with new friends and dates in the Sistine Chapel before an encounter
with a U.S. Customs oﬃcer places his hard-won freedom at risk." -- Crazy Cupid
Love Sourcebooks, Inc. "'Percy Jackson for Romance fans.' Delightful."—RT Book
Reviews Forewords When a single arrow inspires romance, can you really trust
happily ever after? In this magical rom-com, the descendants of Greek mythology
must learn to live and love in a mundane world where Aphrodite's blessing can sure
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feel like a real pain in the quiver. Eliza Herman (a.k.a. The World's Worst Cupid) has
spent her entire life carefully avoiding her calling as a Descendant of Eros. After all,
happily-ever-afters are nothing but a myth. But when a family crisis requires her to
ﬁll in at the local Cupid-for-hire shop, Eliza ﬁnds herself enchanting couples under
the watchful eye of her assigned mentor, Jake Sanders...the one man she could
never get out of her head. Before long, Eliza is rethinking her stance on
romance—until things start going terribly wrong with her enchantments. Now Eliza
and Jake must ﬁght to unravel a conspiracy that could destroy thousands of
relationships, including their own...and spell the end of Love itself. No pressure,
right? Kushiel's Avatar Pan Macmillan This triumphant conclusion to this trilogy is a
sumptuous fantasy of deﬁance and redemption. It's a fabulous read for fans of
George R. R. Martin and Sylvia Day alike. Phèdre nó Delaunay is a woman touched
by Kushiel's dart, chosen to forever experience pain and pleasure as one. Her path
has been a strange and dangerous one, and through it all the devoted swordsman
Joscelin has been at her side. Her very nature is torturous for them both, but he is
sworn to her and he has never forsaken his vow: to protect and serve. Now Phèdre's
plans will put his pledge to the ultimate test. For she hasn't forgotten her childhood
friend Hyacinthe, and has spent ten long years searching for the key to free him
from eternal indenture. But this is a bargain he struck with the gods themselves - to
take Phèdre's place as a sacriﬁce and save a nation. However, Phèdre cannot forgive
herself or the gods. She is determined to seize one last hope to redeem her friend,
even if it means her death. The search will take Phèdre and Joscelin to the far side of
the world, to distant courts where madness reigns and souls are currency. At the end
of the their journey, they'll ﬁnd a power so mighty that none dare speak its name.
Kushiel's Dart , the ﬁrst in this trilogy, won the Locus Award for Best First Novel. It
also won the Romantic Times Reviewers Choice Award for Best Fantasy. Dragons
His whole life, Andy has been taught to hide his true self from everyone, for his own
safety, and that of his Kind. But all the pretending in the world can't shield him from
powerful people who already know what he is...and what he can do. Kushiel's Dart
Pan Macmillan This extraordinary novel will be loved by fans of George R. R. Martin
and Sylvia Day alike – an intoxicating fantasy of intrigue, betrayal and desire. Phèdre
nó Delaunay has a turbulent path before her, one that will touch the life of queens
and princes – and change the course of her land, but this all lies ahead . . . After a
childhood of indentured servitude, her bond is purchased by Anaﬁel Delaunay, a
nobleman with a very particular mission. He's also the ﬁrst to recognize who and
what she is: one touched by the god Kushiel's dart, chosen to forever experience
pain and pleasure as one. Almost as talented a spy as she is courtesan, Phèdre
stumbles upon a plot that threatens the very foundations of her homeland. Her
journey will take her to the edge of despair and beyond, as false friend, loving
enemy and beloved assassin can all wear the same glittering mask. Navigating a
world of deadly courtiers, heroic traitors, and a truly Machiavellian villainess, Phèdre
will get but one chance to save all that she holds dear. Jacqueline Carey's Kushiel's
Dart won the Locus Award for Best First Novel and the Romantic Times Reviewers
Choice Award for Best Fantasy. Daughter of the Blood Penguin Three men, sworn
enemies, vie for sway over the girl witch--a blue-eyed innocent--who is to rule over
the Dark Kingdom, commencing a ruthless game of politics, magic and betrayal, in
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which the weapons are love and hate. Original. The Fate of the Tearling A Novel
HarperCollins "Katniss Everdeen, you have competition."—Entertainment Weekly In
the ﬁnal volume of the the New York Times bestselling Tearling trilogy, which has
captivated readers around the world, Erika Johansen brings the series to a climactic
and satisfying close. In less than a year, Kelsea Glynn has transformed from a gawky
teenager into a powerful monarch. As she has come into her own as the Queen of
the Tearling, the headstrong, visionary leader has also transformed her realm. In her
quest to end corruption and restore justice, she has made many enemies—including
the evil Red Queen, her ﬁercest rival, who has set her armies against the Tear. To
protect her people from a devastating invasion, Kelsea did the unthinkable—she
gave herself and her magical sapphires to her enemy, and named the Mace, the
trusted head of the Queen’s Guard, as Regent in her place. The Mace will not rest
until he and his men rescue their sovereign, imprisoned and imperiled in Mortmesne.
While they embark on this dangerous mission, Kelsea must unravel the secrets of
her own heritage and of the Tearling’s past, secrets with stakes far higher than she
could ever have imagined. But a powerful new enemy stands in her way. Bolstered
by anger from the past and growing stronger by the day, he’ll stop at nothing to
destroy anyone who challenges his claim. Now, as the suspenseful endgame begins,
the fate of Queen Kelsea—and of the Tearling itself—will ﬁnally be revealed. A Far
Wilder Magic Wednesday Books AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AN
INSTANT INDIE BESTSELLER ONE OF 2022'S MOST ANTICIPATED READS: * BUZZFEED
* EPIC READS * GOODREADS * THE NERD DAILY * UNITED BY POP * "An utterly
transportive read, unfolding into a world of crumbling manors and ancient forests.
Allison Saft crafts a deliberate, intricate romance that will have you as unmoored as
the characters." —Chloe Gong, New York Times bestselling author of These Violent
Delights A romantic YA fantasy perfect for fans of Erin A. Craig and Margaret
Rogerson, about two people who ﬁnd themselves competing for glory—and each
other's hearts—in a magical fox hunt. When Margaret Welty spots the legendary
hala, the last living mythical creature, she knows the Halfmoon Hunt will soon follow.
Whoever is able to kill the hala will earn fame and riches, and unlock an ancient
magical secret. While Margaret is the best sharpshooter in town, only teams of two
can register, and she needs an alchemist. Weston Winters isn’t an alchemist—yet.
He's been ﬁred from every apprenticeship he's landed, and his last chance hinges on
Master Welty taking him in. But when Wes arrives at Welty Manor, he ﬁnds only
Margaret. She begrudgingly allows him to stay, but on one condition: he must join
the hunt with her. Although they make an unlikely team, they soon ﬁnd themselves
drawn to each other. As the hunt looms closer and tensions rise, Margaret and Wes
uncover dark magic that could be the key to winning the hunt—if they survive that
long. In A Far Wilder Magic, Allison Saft has written an achingly tender love story set
against a deadly hunt in an atmospheric, rich fantasy world that will sweep you
away. "Innovative, romantic, and intoxicating. A Far Wilder Magic is a diamond of the
YA fantasy genre, with a fresh and artfully layered world and extraordinary
characters to match." —Amanda Foody, author of Ace of Shades The Black Jewels
Trilogy Roc Anne Bishop's critically-acclaimed Black Jewels Trilogy is the saga of a
young but still-innocent Queen more powerful than even the High Lord of Hell-and
the three sworn enemies determined to win her and gain a prize that could be
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terrible beyond imagining... Queen of the Darkness Penguin In the astonishing
conclusion of Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels Trilogy, the Dark Court has been formed
and the end—for some—draws exceedingly near... Jaenelle Angelline now reigns as
Queen—protector of the Shadow Realm. No longer will the corrupt Blood slaughter
her people and deﬁle her lands. But where one chapter ends, a ﬁnal, unseen battle
remains to be written, and Jaenelle must unleash the terrible power that is Witch to
destroy her enemies once and for all. Even so, she cannot stand alone. Somewhere,
long lost in madness, is Daemon, her promised Consort. Only his unyielding love can
complete her Court and secure her reign. Yet, even together, their strength may not
be enough to hold back the most malevolent of forces. And in the end, under the
emergent shadow of evil and unforeseen betrayal, only Jaenelle’s greatest sacriﬁce
will save those she loves—and the realm she’s bound to protect... Heir to the
Shadows Penguin In the second novel set in the “darkly fascinating world” (SF Site)
of Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels Trilogy, ambitions unfurl as the realm’s dreams of a
liberator have ﬁnally been made ﬂesh... The Blood have waited centuries for the
coming of Witch, the living embodiment of magic. But Jaenelle, the young girl singled
out by prophecy, is haunted by the cruel battles fought over her—for not all the
Blood await her as their Savior. Some dismiss her as a myth. Some refuse to believe.
And still others look forward to using her, making her a pawn to their shadowy
devices. Only time and the devotion of her loyal guardians have healed Jaenelle’s
physical wounds. But her mind is fragile, barely able to protect her from the
horrifying memories of her childhood. Nothing, however, can deﬂect her from her
destiny—and the day of reckoning looms near. When her memories return. When her
magic matures. When she is forced to accept her fate. On that day, the dark Realms
will know what it means to be ruled by Witch. The Dress Thief one secret could
destroy everything she holds dear... Hachette UK Alix Gower may be poor but
she's also ambitious, and she'd do anything to secure her dream job in one of Paris's
premier fashion houses. But Alix also has a secret: she supports her family by
stealing from the very houses she so adores. But can Alix risk her reputation and her
relationships forever? And is the handsome English reporter she keeps bumping into
really to be trusted? 'Wonderful! I didn't want to put this book down' Amazon
reviewer. Perfect for fans of The Keeper of Lost Things, Island of Secrets and Amy
Snow. Autumn Bones Penguin Daisy Johanssen, the supernatural liaison to the
Pemkowet Police Department, discovers that her new boyfriend is descended from
sorcerers who want him back home in Jamaica or they will unleash their dire magic
on the town. Carmilla Kids Can Press Ltd An adaptation of ShaftesburyÕs awardwinning, groundbreaking queer vampire web series, Carmilla. Newly escaped from
the stiﬂing boredom of a small town, college freshman Laura is ready for her ﬁrst
great adventure. But when her roommate, Betty, vanishes, and a sarcastic, nocturnal
philosophy student named Carmilla moves into BettyÕs side of the room, Laura
decides to play detective. Turns out, Betty isnÕt the ﬁrst girl to go missing Ñ sheÕs
just the ﬁrst girl not to come back. As Laura closes in on answers, tensions rise with
Carmilla. Is this just a roommate relationship that isn't working out, or does Carmilla
know more than she's letting on about the disappearances? What will Laura do if it
turns out her roommate isn't just selﬁsh and insensitive, but completely inhuman?
And what will she do with the feelings sheÕs starting to have for Carmilla? One
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Good Knight MIRA Return to the Five Hundred Kingdoms, where a damsel can
rescue herself, thank you… Princess Andromeda knows that any problem can be
solved with a bit of research. So when a dragon storms the kingdom of Acadia, she
decides it’s time to hit the books. Despite all her research, the only acceptable
answer she can ﬁnd is sacriﬁcing a fair maiden—for Acadia is governed by
“Tradition,” a rule that cannot so easily be sundered. Then she is picked as the
sacriﬁce and must take matters into her own hands. With the help of her champion,
Sir George, Andromeda sets out in search of the dragon’s lair, wanting nothing more
than to change her fate. But to do so will take the strongest of wills, knowledge,
quick wits and a refusal to give up, no matter what happens along the way…
Previously Published. Read the Tale of Five Hundred Kingdoms Series by Mercedes
Lackey: Book 1: The Fairy Godmother Book 2: One Good Knight Book 3: Fortune’s
Fool Book 4: The Snow Queen Book 5: The Sleeping Beauty Book 6: Beauty and the
Werewolf The Queen's Bastard Random House LLC Hard-pressed by enemies all
around her, Lorraine defends her right to sit on the Aulunian throne by enlisting her
most valuable weapon, Belinda, the daughter she has never acknowledged and who
has been trained since childhood as an assassin, but as Belinda inﬁltrates the inner
circles of her mother's enemies, she discovers her own secret magical powers.
Original. 20,000 ﬁrst printing.
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